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Data Analysis and Machine 
Learning 4
Week 4: Machine Learning and Ethics



• We learned about principal component analysis (PCA) 


• We found out how to perform clustering using K-means

Recap



Machine Learning and 
Supervised Learning



Problem solving
Some problems can be solved analytically


 
Some problems can be solved by following instructions or rules


NICE guidelineshttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia_production



Problem solving

• Many real-world problems cannot be solved analytically or with rules


• However, we have access to more data than ever


• Can we leverage all this data to solve problems?



Machine Learning is…

“the study of algorithms that can learn from 
training data in order to make predictions 
on new data.”
Elliot J. Crowley



Machine Learning

• We want a model that takes in a new data point and outputs a prediction


• For the model to be accurate it must first learn from training data


• Often, models are parameterised functions and learning = finding the best 
parameters

new 
data model prediction



Supervised Learning

• In supervised learning, training data is labelled 

• The label says what the prediction for that data point should be 


• In unsupervised learning we do not have labels for our training data. Some 
people consider K-means and PCA to be unsupervised ML techniques


• Supervision can be seen as a spectrum e.g. we can have semi-supervised ML

We will only consider fully supervised machine learning for the 
remainder of the technical material on this course 

Some use cases you see this lecture involve weaker supervision 
however :)



• We want a model that takes in a new email  and returns a prediction 
 where  is NOT SPAM and  is SPAM


• Our training data consists of emails that are labelled as spam or not spam

x
y ∈ ℤ+

<2 = {0,1} 0 1

Example: Spam classification

email model spam 
decision



Example: Classifying cats and dogs

• We want a model that takes in a new image  and returns a 
prediction  where  is CAT and  is DOG


• Our training data consists of images of cats and dogs that are labelled 

x ∈ ℝH×W×C

y ∈ ℤ+
<2 = {0,1} 0 1

0/1

image model cat/dog 
decision



Example: Multiway classification

• We want a model that takes in a new image  and returns a 
prediction  corresponding to 1 of 1000 
categories


• Our training data consists of labelled images from those 1000 categories 

x ∈ ℝH×W×C

y ∈ ℤ+
<1000 = {0,1,…,999}

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.0575.pdf

image model category 
decision



• We want a model that takes in a new image  and predicts a segmentation 
map 


• Our training data consists of images and hand-labelled maps

x
y

Example: Semantic Segmentation

image model map



Example: Stock prediction

• We want a model that predicts stock price  at a future date 


• Our training data consists of stock prices at previous dates

y ∈ ℝ1 x ∈ ℝ1

London Stock Exchange


date model stock

price



Example: Machine translation 

• We want a model that translates some sentence in English  to Spanish 


• Our training data consists of English-Spanish sentence pairs

x y

https://help.duckduckgo.com/results/translation/

English model Spanish



Machine Learning models

• Most of the time these models are mathematical functions


• You will find out what these models look like from the next lecture onwards


• Assume for now that given enough training data, they “work” 

new 
data model prediction



Ethical Issues



Be wary of hype



Reality

https://xkcd.com/1838/ https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/591449363544632526/



Reality

https://www.nature.com/articles/s42256-021-00307-0
https://me.me/i/me-wondering-why-my-ai-is-classifying-my-cat-as-67127de0453d4583b9e4d88305fa4779



ML can do amazing things

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02025-4https://imagen.research.google



But things can go wrong

• Machine learning models are dumb 

• They are not human! 

• They just learn to map inputs to outputs 


• They don’t care what the data is 


• They don’t care where you got the data


• They don’t care what the task is



Data privacy

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/26/apple-contractors-regularly-hear-confidential-details-on-siri-recordingshttps://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-55998588



GDPR

https://www.politico.eu/article/google-fine-privacy-enforcement-france-gdpr/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GDPR_fines_and_notices



Data bias 

• A machine learning model learns from a training set


• The data in that training set may not be representative of the world


• It may contain biases e.g. reinforce antiquated stereotypes


• Biased data gives a biased model

Remember that rubbish 
in means rubbish out!



Applications

• ML models can be used to spread misinformation


• ML models can be used for surveillance 


• ML models can be used to kill people



Machine learning ethics

https://hdsr.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/l0jsh9d1/release/8



Recruitment tools

• A machine learning model trained on predominantly male applicants


• Penalised CVs that included the word “women”

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-45809919



Generative models

• PULSE depixelizer generates high-res images of faces from low-res inputs 


• It tends to generate white faces


• This could be because its training data is dominated by white faces

https://www.theverge.com/21298762/face-depixelizer-ai-machine-learning-tool-pulse-stylegan-obama-bias



Auto-grading

• A level results in England and Wales were (initially) algorithmically generated


• This disproportionately benefited privately educated students


• High performing students at underperforming  
schools lost out


• Weight was placed on a school’s historical  
importance

https://www.theverge.com/2020/8/17/21372045/uk-a-level-results-algorithm-biased-coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-university-applications



Deepfakes

• ML models that generate realistic faces in photos and videos


• They have be used to create hoaxes and revenge porn

https://thispersondoesnotexist.com



Advertising

• Google and Facebook (/Meta) control most of the world’s digital advertising


• They have both invested heavily in machine learning


• An ML model can use your internet activity to profile you!


• This will allow better targeting of adverts



Recommender systems

• Lots of people get their news from social media


• ML models can decide which content to present to users


• Users are presented with content that aligns with their views


• Is this ideal?


• Could this amplify radical views?

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.aaa1160



Cambridge Analytica

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/26/the-cambridge-analytica-files-the-story-so-far



Lighting the fuse?

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/dec/06/rohingya-sue-facebook-myanmar-genocide-us-uk-legal-action-social-media-violence
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/capitol-riot-was-openly-organized-on-mainstream-social-media-b1784703.html



Contentious applications

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/sep/07/new-artificial-intelligence-can-tell-whether-youre-gay-or-straight-from-a-photographhttps://www.technologyreview.com/2016/11/22/107128/neural-network-learns-to-identify-criminals-by-their-faces/



Contentious applications

https://www.faception.comhttps://edition.cnn.com/2019/01/08/health/ai-technology-to-identify-genetic-disorder-from-facial-image-intl/index.html?no-st=1549146304



Plagiarism?

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2023/jan/13/end-of-the-essay-uk-lecturers-assessments-chatgpt-concerns-ai



Weaponry

https://autonomousweapons.org



Accelerating the climate crisis

https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/reports/oil-in-the-cloud/



Coursework 1 (25% of course mark)

• You will submit slides and a video presentation using those slides


• The video should be 5-10 minutes and must include your face  


• You should:


1. introduce a real-world machine learning application


2. Critique it according to the 5 ethical principles introduced earlier


3. Recommend what can be done differently 


• The full brief, submission instructions, and the marking rubric are available on 
Learn under the “Assessment” tab (after 0950 today!). Deadline: 21/2 @ 1600



Summary

• We have motivated machine learning


• We have looked at some examples of supervised machine learning


• We have looked at ethical issues that arise when applying machine learning


